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Exa1ns In Se01inars

Will Be An Option
by .Bob Siegel
Two

proposals

f r cur9
riculum change formulated by
the Academic Program and
Policy Committee (APPC) were

ted to enroll" in a seminar
co~rse and receive .two hours
of credit. They will be allowed
to take an examination at the
end of the course in lieu of the
traditional research paper re
quirement.
According to Dean Thomas
Headrick, " expectation of
writing a substantial research
paper was inhibiting students
even though there was interest
in the course.' ' Thus, the stu
dent who has an interest in the
seminar material without the
time n-eeded to write a
research paper has a golden
opportunity . A student can
now take two seminars concur
rently and only worry about
one research paper.
The examination option
should increase seminar e_nroll
ment
Some
seminars,
however. will not be able to
handle
any
additional
students . The faculty member,
therefore, will be allowed to
decide whefher the 'exam option is to be used in his
seminar . Ii the professor
allows the f>xam option, the
student will have to decide
whether to exercise the option
during the ini'tial " drop-add "
period
The exam option will not
alter the existing graduation requirement. A student will still
be requ-ired to write one
substantial resParch paper in
conjunction with enrollment in
a seminar course .

adopted by the fa_c ulty on Friday, April 4 ~ The faculty decided to ~llow
_ upper-div,ision students the 'Option of taking law school electiye
courses on a pass/fail
- tP.d tobia.~
The new Law l!_eview Editorial Board -took office after March 28 elections. Front (I. tor.): Joseph basis. Courses taken bv the stu·Peperone, Larry Malfitano, Elaine Herald, Melanie Cyganowski, Deborah Case. Rear: Erik Lin dent on a pass/fail basis would
dauer, Renee L~pides, Scott Wright, Janet Lascola, Mary Fahey. Missing: Elyse Lubin, Sheila Meck be considered "extra" in that
they would not be counted as
H_
y di, Mark Rosen.
part of the 54 credits of upperdivision courses needed for
graduation. A grade of "D"
would be considered passing.
I
The Jaw school does not curTently have · a formal audit
·,
.
class of 1978.
11-25 lawyers, 8 are in firms of pQ)icy . A student will now be
by Amy Jo Fricano
able to register for a course,
Of the 218 1979 graduates 26-50 lawyers, 13 are in firms
comple te the requirements,
As the end of the school who were reached, 193 afe of over 50 lawyers.
and have .the course recorded
Of t~q~~ jp ~.1,1sir;i,ess, nine
year approaches; many third employed, and 16 are still
on
his -· transcript with a
year students are on the hunt seeking empl.o yment. Eight dtd . • settled in legal positions, five
minimal risk of failure.
for that efusive cateer, the full not take or did not pass the.bar chose other executive posi
The
faculty
member
time job. A few have snared and because of this atf tions, and one did not indicate
teaching the course would be
their prey already, but all of unemployed. Two have decicf.. the details of the_p_osition.
Another interestin~ facet of allowed , for "good cause, " to
them have experienced the · ed not to look for jo9s at this
the placement statistics is a deny admission to a student
frustration of pursuing the wily time.
87.5 per cent of those who breakdown of employed opting to take a course on a ·
beast down Rejection Road .
If you don't have a job yet, took the bar examination pass- graduates by participation in pass/fail basis . Course
don't be dismayed. The place ed it, a higher percentage than law school organizations and overenrollment would be an
ment office has completed its the class of 1978. This pass rate graduation with honors. Con example .of good cau se.
employment survey · of the increases the significance of trary to common sfudent opi
The second APPC proposal
.the 92A per cent employed nion membership on Law adopted by the faculty dealt
figure, since the class of 1979 Review, Moot Court and cum wj.th the problem of seminar ·
.had a greater 'number of laude graduation do not seem underenrollment.
qualified graduates who poten- to be controlling factors in job
Students will now be permittially could have fallen in the placement. Of the tbirteen
unemployed ·category .
graduates going to very .large
One hundred and ,sixty-two firms (SO lawyers or more), only
members of the 1979 class sev,en were members of Law
fou'nd jobs in New York State, · Review and one was a Moot
with 78 of those staying in Buf- Court me'm ber. Only eight ,of
by Marc Ganz
used admissions tests . She will
. falo: 41 going to New York Ci-· . the fourteen judicial •clerkship
talk about the evolving role of
~y. 11 going to Rochester, 3 to recipients had any such
The Distinguished Visitor's tests in admissions decision
Forum is sponsoring two na making and the need for more
Syracuse and 29 to the rest of honors.
the state. The 14 others who reAlan Carrel and Audrey tionally known experts on stan .communications between ETS
mained in the Northeast settl- Koscielniak estimate that the dardized testing on April 11 at and students .
Nairn 's study, a blistering
ed in Pennsylvania, Maryland, class of 1980 is slightly ahead 2 p .m . in room 106. J hey will
Audrey Koscielniak
and the District of Colul)'lbia . of the employment rate,of the speak about ~.ow tests affect 550 page history of the testing
-The · other 16 .employ'ed class of 1979 at this time last admissions
c;1nd
recent corporation ' s rise to. pro
class of 1979, and the statistics graduates scattered across the year. By a year from now, they developments in " truth-in minence in American society,
are sure to lighten the -heart, if country, with four going to the e?(pect another 90 plus per testing."
reviews the current popularity
not truly inspire you to relish Southeast, seven to the Great cent employment rate.
Mr. Allan Nairn. director of of the mutlistate bar examina
the thrill o.f .the chase. One Lakes and Plains states, one to
Those who have not found Ra l·ph Nader ' s Learning tion, the use of an index to
year after graduation, the clas-s the Southwest and four to the employment one year after Research Group, author of The e q u a I i z e. u n d e r g r ad u a t e
of 1979 is 92.4 · per cent west coast.
·graduation are usually those Reign' of ETS: They Make Up schools in the law school ad
employed .
,
Of those who are employed, who are looking in a specific Minds , and chief lc.bbyist for missions process, and validity
This year the placement of 101 have entered private prac- geographic location, in a nar the New York "truth-in-testing" and racial bias questions about
fice made a specia_l rffort to tice, 49 work for government row specialty or who have law will speak about his study the LSAT.
track down graduates in .order or public service agencies,.,15 simply put offthe search. Each of the Education Tes ting Ser
ETS has issued a formal rep
to make statistics m'ore com are with a corporation or other - is called by the placement of vice (ETS) and how students ly to the Nader/Nairn study,
plet.e than in the past. Follow business, 14 have judicial fice whenever an appropriate are questioning standardized disputing the statistical basis
ing the two traditional employ clerksh"ips, 10 have chosen the listing is received . Every ·test validity and racial bias for validity and racial bias
ment survey mailin~s. a phone academic life and two are in graduate who wishes is sent a tendencies .
·
charges . Britell will speak
blitz turned up additional in the military.
Joining Mr. Nairn will be Ms. about ETS's response to the
·
mon~hly employment bulletin
form at ion. · Of the 225
Three of those in private of four to five pages which Jenne Britell, executive direc Nairn study .
graduates of the class of 1979., practice have opened their contains information 011 tor for program planning of
UB's Director of Admissions
only six have not been located own offi.£e, 57 are in firms with . various positions throughout ETS, manufacturers of SAT's, Richard Dremuk will •moderate
as c·o m·p ared with 53 from the 2-10 law',Lers, 11 are in firms ~f the country.
LSAT's and most other widely the discussion.

l

1979 Job Placement StatiJJtics
Paint Hopeftil. Picture For UB

Experts Debate ETS.
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To The Editor:

Pincus Offen Response To Spencer L~tter
.
.
.

To the Editor:

Editor-in-Chief

students to make an important
choice).
·
1 cannot believe that in a
semester in which students
, have absolutely no choice
regarding· their turriculum, the '
existence of any opportunity
for choice regarding an extracurricular activity which "has
real merit as a learning experience" will somehow defeat
the faculty's latest grand plan .

\

plained as much at the faculty
meeting. ·
Most tragic, however, is the
liklihood that the loss· of all
year-to-year membership con
tinuity will destroy the Des
mond by making it impossible
to · administer. In the future,'
since all Board members will
be appointed in their second
year, they will have to plan and
run the Desmond competition
with no assistance from
anyone who has "seen how it's
done"; al/ returning members
each fall will only have seen

At the recent facult>t
meeting at which it was decid
ed to prohibit participation in
Managin1 ,Editor
the Desmond Moot Court com
Amy Jo Fricano
petition by future first year
students, Karen Spencer in
News Editor: Ted Tobias
formed the faculty that the
''
Feature Editor: Bob Siegel
library
staff supported the ban
Photo Editor: Michael Shapiro
because first year students
Business Manaier: Ricky Samuel
took up "too much" of. the
refeJence staff's time and
I will agree with Ms. Spencer
Staff: Alan Beckoff, Dorie Benesh, Marc Ganz, Carol
because "they [first year stu that fall semester first year is
Gardner, Jeremy Nowak, Joe Peperone, R.W .. Peters, Mike
dent participants] were all
Rosenthal, Ed Sinker, Karen Spencer.
"not the appropriate time for
under such great emotional such endeavors" - for some,
the Desmond as competitors!
stress ." Last issue Opinion .
Contributor: Fran Turner
I sincerely regret that Ms.
published a somewhat artfully perhaps most of us; but not all.
The
faculty's
decision
will
Spencer
calls my views "short
edited version of a letter Ms.
© Copyri1ht 1980, Opinion, SBA. Any republication of materials herein is
Spencer wrote to me. Ms. therefore clearly not " improve sighted;" urifortunately, it is
strictly prohibited without the express consent of the Editors. Opinion is
first year experience" for clear that the faculty'.•s action
published every two weeks during the academic year. It is the student
Spencer's faculty meeting the
that group, let us say the fairly
newspaper of the State University of New Yo{ k- at Buffalo School of Law,
is mu ~h more appropt'iately
presentation and · _her letter st
SUNY AB Amherst Campus, Buffalo, N.Y. 14260. The views expressed in this
eady seven to ten p.ercent described by that term . And I
both
demonstrate
a
confused
paper are not necessarily those of the Editorial Board or Staff of
in recent do not take issue with her
mind and I offer the following who have competed
Opinion. Opinion is a non-profit organization, third-class postage entered
th e need to characterization of the library
•years,
who
feel
reply for publication:
at Buffalo, N.Y. Editorial policy of Opinion is determined collectively by
the Editorial Board. Opinion is funded by SBA from Student Law Fees.
I have shared Ms. Spencer's pursue excellence in a more in- as a "very good one" _ it cer
Composition & Design: University Press at .Buffalo.
tainly is. and undoubtedly she
observation made at that dependent manner.
Even granting that "(g]iving helps to make it so .
meeting that "they [first year
Nevertheless, Ms. Spencer's
Desmond participants] were all first year students an improved
under such great emotional · background through the pro- statements and actions, both
stress" with as many of the first scribed [sic] sequence of the within and without her field of
year participants as I know . Research and Writing program, expertise have . helped to
They all, also, think her vie!"S leads · fo better second year demoralize a dedicated stu
of our "stress" are no.nsense, competitors, " I still deny Ms. dent organization, and may
and we eagerly await presenta Spencer's conclusion that from - destroy.the Desmond competi
tion of her credentials in this the Moot Court Board tion . And calling such actions
Once again we're fast proceeding toward those important
"stands to benefit in the long "an attempt to further the mis
clinical psychology.
events which alone measure our qualific.ations to practice law
run ." '
sion of the school,-,, does,Strike
As
f.or
Ms.
Spencer's
letter,
it
- final exams. Once again many of us will experience the dif- /
most
students
who
First,
me
as
" smug
and
is
a
well-written
defense
of
a
ficulty of having our finals either too.bunched together or too
Research and Writing Program. compete already do so in the paternalistic ." Nor can I allow
widely separated in time.
and her own and the library's second year. Second. the core her1 the luxury of s omehow
Why does this happen? Why won't the administration
signifi <2 ant contribution to it, of first year stud~nts. who., do justifying thes~ actions by
alleviate this problem by taking the obvious step· of pro
that no one - certainly not very well might not participate referring to her other' outstan
mulgating the final exam schedule before registration, thereby
at all if forced to sit out their ding contributions to the
the Moot Court Board or me allowing students to pick their own .poison? ,
first' opportunity, especially if Reseafch and Writing course.
is
attacking
(hence
its
near
We refuse to accept the excuse that "administrative -dif
total irrelevance to the real they receive Law Re'(iew ·ap
ficulties" prevent planning finals so far in advance. The .same
Glenn. Pincus
issue the right of .a.dult pointments; Tim Cashmore examount of time and effort is required whether it's done sooner
or later. So why not do it sooner, if only for the reason that we
(lowly) students would so prefer it if it's all the same to them?
We suspect the real reason the administration refuses to plan
finals before registration is due to some parochial notion on its
part that, to the extent students would choose coures on the ·
basis of more favorable final exam dates, the qµality of their
to student run organizations ting academic credit, and ~one
educations would suffer.
(Moot Court, Law Review, BLP, of them want to invest the time
Such an argument is plain nonsense. The reality of the situ·a
Consumer Mediation).Two stu involved in faculty supervision
tion, despite what the faculty may wish, expect br imagine, is
dent faculty committees are to bring the quality of the work
that most actual learning of course materials occurs in the
claiming jurisdiction over the up to the point where it is .
period just before final exams . Some students take three finals
deserving of credit ... a no win
question.
in four days, due to the adminisUation's current rule that
The question was first sub- • situation.
students may not reschedule finals unless they have four Sllch
By th_
e time thi~ article is
mitted to the Academic Stan
traumas in three days. In such a situation most students will
dards and Standing Committee printed, the faculty will pro
"learn just enough to get a Q" in each course to assure t~ey " Q
(ASSC), a · committee whose bably have voted to abc:>lish
them all ." Thus, justice i~ not done to any of the courses. Is that
function has generally been to the proctored exams, putting
what the administration perceives as quality in education?
decide on the academic stan us all on the honor system .
· Instead, if students were allowed to plan against this horror,
ding of indiv idual students. Dep·ending on whether you see
they ·would indeed take a different set of courses, but would
The ASSC voted unanimously, .the donut or the whole, this
have time during the final exam period to study and learn them
including the one student in at can be interpreted a~ ~ vote of
all properly, perhaps motivated by a thirst for knowledge rather
tendance, notto grant credit in confidence in the integrity of
·
than a fear of failure.
the future .
.
the student body or a~ a
The fact, that students would substitute courses to avoid
When the students involved recognition of the failure of
near-conflicts should not upset the administration if it truly
woke up to what was coming 'the proctoring system to deter
believes each course offered by the law school is equally mean
by melanie pierson
down, they requested that the the determined cheater.
ingful and valuable. If they believe otherwise, why are they do
Shift gears . . : . next year's
Ac~demic Policy and Program
ing nothing to rid the program of dead wood and supply it inThe stream of consciousness Committee (AP.PC) . . which entering class at the law school
·
stead with new, meaningful, valuable courses?
continues ... The problem of dea'ls with matters of will probably ·_be smaller than
strained 'relations · between academic policy, take up the the class that entered last fall,
Furthermore; it is axiomatic that students are perceived by or
· at least treated by the administration as .responsible and com
students and faculty has not issue. The APP,C aq:epted and there will be fewer minori
petent enough to choose their ow{l courses . Indeed, no disappeared · because we jurisdiction, so both commit ty students admitted. One, of
guidance is explicitly offered by the administration in this
gathered for coffee ~nd donuts tees are investigating the ques the things to be cut from the
regard . It is inconsistent with such perception or treatment to
in the first floor 1.ounge. No big tion. It is not at. all clear that budget for ·next year may be
think students incapable of planning quality legal educatio·ns if · surprise to anyone. The pro the APPC will come up with a the funding for some of the
they are given additional relevant information in advance upon
blem is that there is no natural more favorable recommenda Legal · Methods instructors.
which to base their decisions.
gathering spot to meet and tion, but it will allow students Dean Thomas Headrick plans
For the last time, this being the final issue published by this
gree_t people . The building was another chance to have their to hire two i.nstructors (one per ·
year's editorial board, we cite another longstanding problem
designed in the sixties with views heard.
class, about 15 students each)
with an obvious solution . The simplicity of the solution is out
security in mind so all spaces
: The conflict. over •jurisdic instead of the four that were
done only by the simple attitude held by some powerful yet in wher~
ur or five or more tion simply obscures the real hire$.! this year. Due to the
students might congregate problem - the breakdown of number of people repeatjng
sensitive administrators here: They don't care.
·out we do. And we urge the next Opinion editori,al - board,
were eliminated. What ·we ·relations . ,The botto,m line the Legal Methods course and
along with the Student Bar Association and the whole student have here is a structural pro seems . to be that the faculty some deferred admittances,
blem, too ... ?
body to continue to care, continue to object, continue to come
doesn't feel the • quality of" one ·legal methods course is
down hard
on.the administration
until they come up with what
The hot issue right now is work in student run organiza nearly filled . This · leaves less
,
.
\
we, as intelligent, responsible adults deserve.
whether or not to grant credit tions is•sufficient to merit gran- spots for the new applicants.
Randi Chavis

Editorial

A Simple Solution

President's Corner

Coffee And Donum Alone Are No Panacea
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Rabl,j To Analyze Judicial Role;
Jasen ~o .,Give_.+mericail Perspective
·

•

/

courts. Ju'dge tasen is a 1939
graduate of the SUNY tfuttalo ·
Law School He· served on the
New Ymk State.Supreme Court
from 1957. Jn 1967 he ·was
ele·ctec;I to the' New ·vork State
Court of •Appeals where he
presently · serves as· senior
associate · · judge .
From
1946-1948 he held the position
of United States Judge for the
Third Judicial · District in
Heidelberg, Germany. ·
, Professor Jacob Hyman of
the Law School will discuss the
'Rabbi's remarks on arbitration
and .mediation· in the Jewish
la~ system and will compare
American arbitration practice
- mike shapiro , with the methods used in Rab
bin i ca I . court?. Professor
Hv.man is a former dean of the ·
law school.
Ms. Jennifer Breger, lecturer
in legal ·-studies at the SUNY
Buffalo Law School will serve
as moderator. Ms. Breger
- mile~ shapi,o
teaches a seminar at SUNY
' Buffalo Law. School on
'Authority in Jewish Law.' The
semlnar focuses on .the struc
ture and development . of
Jewish Law as it has been
elaborated since Biblical times
by R.W. Peters
Rochester. It is to be a virtual
through ·Rabbinic interpreta
copy of the bridge connnec
tion and decisions. It analyzes
Good news for· the class of ting Clemens and Baldy Halls
the processes of decision 1980: the long awaited enclos Technically speaking, -it will be
making in the Jewish legal ed passageway between Nor . an exposed steel structure,
system, comparing it with - the ton Cafeteria and O'Brian Hall with a cast-in-place floor and
Anglo-American legal system will be completed in late fall ceiling.- The whole affair will
a-s w,ell as •with other religious of :this year.
be supported- by . four columns
legal systems such as Islamic
John Neal; vice president of and will connect structurally
law· and cahon law. Jewish law facilities and plan'ning, admits with O'Brian Hall. Expansion
is explored in· the context of the bridge is going up a bit . fittings may _be 1.tsed,. to con
theories of the sociology and
late; but said he is ·happy nect the passageway with Nor
anthropology of ·f ~w and of at ground has finally been broken ton .
tempts by philosophers to on this project. · "It was not
The bridge is part" of an
create a general ' theory of a clear why the construction was · ·overall plan to connect all of
legal system . SUNY Buffalo held up" in this undertaking, the North Campus academic
Law School is one of the few
according to Neal.
buildings with enclosed
law schools in this country
The structure is being built passageways ..1'he cost of the
with offerings in Jewish law
by · Le Cesse Brothers of bridge is undisclosed.
Talmudic and contemporary
Jewish law at the University of
Melbourne. He is presently
associate director o't the
Chabad House of Buffalo and
has lectured for eight years in
Talmud and Jewish law in the
department 9f Religious
Studies at SUNY Buffalo. He
has written extensively on
Winter was assisted in the Ball, Gary A. Carleton, Marie T .
Justice Ron Winter presided
Jewish legal subjects .
Deborah
L.
at the initiation ceremony as ceremony by · acting Vice Carrubba,
The Honorable Matthew ten students were installed as Justice Joe Sverchek (filling in Engelhaupt and Jean E. Maess.
Jasen, senior associate judge new members of Phi Alpha for Barbara Goldberg, who Second-year inductees includ
of the New York State Court of Delta Law Fraternity, lnterna graduated in December), Clerk ed Michael Patrick Clohessy,
Appeals, will comment on the tionat. The Carlos C. Alden Barry Jones, Treasurer Claire R. Anth~ny Ronci, Mary M.
Rabbi' s presentation · from the Ctiapter increased its member Fay, and Marshal Jeremy Walterich and Joseph M .
perspective of an American ship to twenty-nine during pro Nowak .
Zablotsk i, 11.
judge and suggest similarities ceedings held in the Moot
The fraternity also bestowed
The ten new members in
and differences with . th e Court Room on Friday, March cluded first-year students Ken membership i_n the Buffalo
judicial · process in American 28, 1980 at 7 p.m .
neth Raymond Artin, Stuart Alumni Chapter on attorney
Thomas R. Elmer, a partner in
the North Tonawanda law firm
of Brick, Bric;J< & Elmer.
Following the ceremony, a
tion and · Naturalization and general counsel, West reception was given for the
by Amy Jo Fricano
Lawyers ; Arthur Gellman, Wood Pharmaceuticals Cor members ·and their guests at
Gellman and Gellman, Niagara poration; Lewis Russo, -0irec the home of Dean and Mrs .
Falls; Dt Carel Vanoss, ·consul tor, Erie CDunty Medical Headrick. The affair was at
The Placement Office will
tended by several area at
be sponsdring three Career for The Netherlands; and Center.
Judicial Clerkships are on torneys, all alumni · of Phi
Days in April open to all Judge Fieldstein, Federal Im
students. Each session will be migration Court, New York Ci the agenda for April 15. ·Panel Alpha Delta .
members will be Professor W .
held in Room 107 at 4 p.m . on ty.
The Alden Chapter of Phi
April 10, 14, and 15 respectiveOn April · 14, Health Law Howard Mann; Robert ·Fleming, Alpha Delta is hoping to con
ly. The programs will begin careers will be discussed. The .current clerk t-o Judge Cur:tin; duct another initiation this spr
with informahonal sessions pan~lists will be E. Pitt Smith, Tina Dolgopol, former clerk to ing for those students- who
followed by a coffee hour.
- District Director, Food and Judge Elfin, current associate missed
the March 28
Ca'reers in International Law Drug Administration; office Darnen Morey; Beth Buckley, ceremony. Any interested
will be the topic April 10. The representative, > special pro clerk designate to Judge Curtin students are urged to contact
·
' Winter (Box 563) or any other
pane!· will consist of Allan secutor for medicaid fraud; for 1980-81.
Kaye, Association of 1.m migra- Russ .Bentham, vice president
PAD member.
·

'

:

·

Norton And O'Brien
To Be Joined By Bridge

Judge Matthew Jasen

The State University of New
York Law Sc.t,ool at Buffalo
will sponsor an . interdisciplinar_y seminar on 'Rabbis
and Judges' on Tuesday, April
15 at 7:00 p.m . in Room 108
·
O'Brian Hall.
The program will include a
talk by Rabbi Heschel
Greenberg on the judicial role
of the Rabbi with comments by
Professor Jacob Hyman and
Hon. Mathew Jasen. Ms. Jen
nifer Breger will moderate.
Rabbi Greenberg's speech
will analyze the process of
decision-making, and opinion
writing in Jewish law. It will ex
plore subjective and objective
factors in the Rabbinic judicial
process,. and will explain the
role of precedent in Jewish
law. Rabbi Greenberg will
describe the historical struc
•ture of Jewish courts 'and the
operation of modern Rabbinic
courts and discuss the use of
arbitratioo and mediation in
the Jewish· law system .
·
Rabbi Greenberg is a Jewish
law· scholar who received his
rabbinical education in
America and France. He is a
Rabbinical judge in Jewish
civil and criminal law 'a nd has
' ser~ed on the Board of Regents
of the Rabbinical Council of
Australia .. Rabbi .Greenberg
was professorjal lecturer in

Phi Alp~a Delta Law Fraternity
Holds Spring Initiation ~eremony·

Place_m ent Sponsors Career Days

April 10, 1900
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McCarty's Computer Will Predict Tax LiiJbility
by Amy Jo Fricano

Q: What does the UB law
faculty have in common with
corporate reorganizations and
a computer in New Jersey?
A: Professor Thorne McCar
ty and his intriguing experi
ment, "The I AXMAN Project."
The "TAXMAN?" you ask.
We've all had one brush or
another with this Federal Phan
tom; if only in our meanderings
through Tax I and our own
1040's.
But McCarty's T AXMAN
isn't a standard issue IRS field
agent or even Mr. Commis
. sioner himself. This TAXMAN
is, in fact, a computer in New
Jersey.
"A machine that can do vir
tually the same job as ·lower
leve1 bureaucra1s?" you
wonder. "A machine that can
decide if a given transaction is
taxable? Why am I torturin~
myself with all the murk, fuzz
and grey areas in tax .
decisions?"
Well, not so fast. Yes, Mc
Carty is working on such a
machine, but it too has had its
share of problems with the
murk and fuzz of judicial inter
pretations. McCarty is quick to
point out his purpose is not to
e1<tract humans from the legal
process, but rather to test pat
terns of legal re.asoning.
McCarty, who is on sab
batical leave this year, spends
his days perched i'n front of a
computer terminal in his study
at home. As he puts it, what he
does there is to conduct an
"experiment in artificial in
te II i gen ce
and
legal
reasoning."
The project began as TAX
MAN I with the construction of
"aomputer models of facts
from corporate tax ca-ses" and
"concepts from the Internal
Revenue Code" such that the'
computer can "analyze" the
tax consequences of a given
corporate transaction, McCar
ty said.

While you might easily im
agine the practical applica
tions of
computer that can
predict the taxability of a cor
porate reorganization, McCar
ty's academic passion is much
more theoretical. While his
goal is to "gain insights about
prevalent patterns of legal
argumentation," his larger in
terest is fn "cognition" general
ly. But for the meantime, he is
working the bugs out of his ar
tificial cognitor.
McCarty has chosen to start
with the corporate tax area for
its virtue of more neatly struc
tured concepts and somewhat
standard
transactions,
although he envisions a day
when the same sort of experi
ment might be done for other
areas of law as well. Corporate
tax, however, has supplied a
more convenient area in which
to "model a sharply focused
and relatively self-contained
body of law within the formal
structure· of a computer pro
gram," he said .
How does the TAXMAN
system work? McCarty began
from the premise that forms of
conceptualization have cer
tain identifiable structures :
The system employs the
AIMDS 1anguage which allows
the user to construct a set of
"templates" to describe
classes of objects such as cor
porations or stock . Templates
are subject to a set of "rela
tions" which indicate the
allowable connections bet
ween objects.
Thus, the system allows the
operator to generate "in
stances" of the templates in a
particular context, while con
straining the process by a set
of " consistency conditions ."
The AIMDS language has an
important component ✓ called
the CHECKER subsystem .
CHECKER takes a logical ex
pression and a variable binding
list as input, and tests the trulh
of the logical expression in a
given context. CHECKER then

a

comes up with a residue ex
pression which lists the part of
the logical expression and
variable bindings list that pro
duced the true, false or
unknown evaluation .
TAXMAN- I is capaql~ of
representing and processing
the (_)recise rules of the Inter'- .
nal Revenue Code. An example
might go something like this:
CQRPORATION · is a template
with an instance named EXX
ON . STOCK is a template .with
named STOCK-t.

prototype-plus-deformation
model is on the cutting edge oj.
current artifical intelligence
capabilities·. McCarty is one of
only two American pion~ers in,
the area. The prototype-plus
deformation system . amounts
to a computer program which
will restructure a conceptual
space on its own. ·McCarty is
now working out "maps'.' bet-.
ween taxable and nontaxable
prototypes.
Euro(!eans have expressed
more interest in MfCarty's

constitutional -law. As is often
the· case in corporate
reorganization, although a
"formal" reshuffling of stock
occurred, we are told, in
substance no change in the in
terests of any of the parties
was altered and therefore
should not be taxed presently .
In Eisner the rules for deter
mining gain turn out to be con
ceptually incoherent. So how
do you get a computer to ac
count for these ,vague, amor
phous concepts?

,'

The current state-of-the-art work than Americans have,
OWN is a template with an in
stance named OWN-I., divided computer model was apparent since several northern Euro
into two slots called' owned ly" inad.e quate for thes·e' highly pean cou·ntries alre.ady employ
and owner. OWN would be fill .complex conceptual struc computer systems to deter
ed with the information AC tures, McCarty said . The mine which citizens a(e eligi
TOR named SMITH who ·has ~template ha~f pr·o vert'to be too bte ·for certain social ·welfare
PROPERTY named SHARE-I. static and lacked the ability to benefits. According to McCar
·
ty, the systems have rather
STOCK-I is further defined by represent purposes.
So McCarty-set out on··T AX large data banks of individual
concepts like,STOCK, SECLJ_RI
MAN . II, and fashioned a se- characteristics (single, married,
TY, or INTEREST.
If EXXON distributed its own cond kind of conceptual struc age, number in family), to
stock to its own common ture which he calls .the which benefit rules are applied
shareholders, as in Eisner v. "prototype-plus-deformation." automatically. Countries
Macomber, the formal rules of Stated as simply as possible, which use these systems have
the Internal Revenue Code he came up with a more flexi encountered their share of pro
would tax the transaction. But ble template system to ac- . blems with the cruder models
we know that the judicial deci count for this "open texture" they use. McCarty may even
tually pave the way for their
sion found the distribution to problem.
Suffice it to say that the refinement.
be tax exempt as a matter of
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Attica _
Occurrences Viewed'From .The Inside

,
.
- /.
'
To the -Editor:
· they attempted to voice their
.,._
.
concern. They were also taken
.
__The following letter was from the mess hall. These men
received by the Prison Task were taken to the special housForce, a gro4p of law students ing unit, which is' an area for
involved in prison concerns in · stricter . puni•shment .. The
general, and issues at Attica in syperintendant reported, by inpartic_
u lar. · . The letter was stitution radio, that some ot
received in mid-March and these residents had been in- 1
relates to the disturbances this . jured. When they had left the
mess hall they were not inpast January.=-We the.. undersigned jured, so they must have been
residents of Attica wish to caJI beaten in the special hovsing
to the public's attention actual unit. That practice is common
occurences from the incidents in this' unit. A's no resident
that took place J/27/80 here at _physically harmed any officer, ·
Attica. We feel that numerous •no resident deserved being inaccounts of misleading infor- jured. Following this incident
mation have been given to the everyone was locked-in their
public: Therefore, we would cells for 24 hour-s a 'day until
appreciate it if you would per- 1/30/80.
mit us the opportunity to tell
The inciaent of . 1/30/80 inour side of the issue.
volved about four residents of
Theseincidents;speculative- the total population of
ly, ar~ a culmination of dis_
c ord 4P()-500, again in the mess hall.
'betweer residents and officers A r~sident was chasing ariot~er
which resulted from -the of- resident around the eating
ficers' illegal strike of April area. The one being chased at1979. There have been various tempted to exit the mess hall
incidents of harassment, gate but officers closed it; he
physical and verbal abvse, ~nd continued to run around the
destn,.1ction of personal proper- mess hall. A, sargeant and ofty by officers since the strike-. ficers were runnirg behind
The administration has · these· residents and cornered
prevented the reporting of them off. The sarge-ant's .hand
these incid«;mts .by refusing to was cut reaching at a razor
allow residents ,to report of- blade in one resident's hand.
ficers' misconduct to the Other residents were moving
liason comm.ittee·. The out-of the way. This was when
superintendant has ordered about four cannisters of tear .
that all complaints involving gas were fired; causing panic,
officers' misconduct be sub- injury and confusion. About
mitted to him. Complaints of five minutes afterwards . we
misconduct have been con- were directed to the yard, out
sistently ignored. Our efforts in the bitter cold . We had no
to peacefully redress . the,se w.irt~r c9a\s 011; some tiad qnly
matters and ottit=1r) egal issues t(;!e-shirts on. W~ were left in
have been ·perpetually the cold for an hour or more.
We were finally let inside,
obstructed.
The in~ ent of 1/27/80 ·in- ten at a time, Offlce(s 'were lin
volved two residents having an ed up throughout the halls. v:,;e
altercation in the mess· hall. were jabbed with clubs , shov
While they were being taken ed and called vile -names. Of
from the mess ~all· an off,icer · ficers repeatedly said tha.t they
jabbed his club into one resi- would get us. Everyone in the
dent'-s back. Other residents institution was locked-in. The
noticed this mistreatment and . next day ·over the institution's

.

·.

radio the superintendant term- jured. Adequate medical treat"
ed the incident .a--"mini-ri.o t."
ment was not· received for
Some residents were let out weeks . Prepared medicatiof\
two days l~ter to serve food was given without a• medical
and give out hot' water. Tliis in- examination. We were locked
dicates no real riot or crisis. in a cell stark naked for four or
The
classification
of five days. We had to sleep on
"mini-riot" was to justify a con- dirty ·mattresses· and pillows;
spiracy for revenge against the • without sheets or pillow cases,
residents. New rules were sud- and cover our bodies with
denly
implemented ·to filthy blankets. Some residents
frustrate us: curtains were to had slept on the hare steel bed
be taken down, no glass _jars because they were not given a
were allowed, residents were blanket, mattress or pillow.
to stand at the barnor mornWe were deprived of soap,
ing and evening count. and no toilet paper, towels, wash
talking was allowed while we clQths and tooth brushes and
were in formation. These rules paste. We Wf!re not allowed to
were hot posted in a directive, correspond with anyone until
nor printed in a rule book as re- 2/7/80. We heard me·n being
quired by law.
beaten, and we saw meo.being
On 2/2/80 various blocks of beaten. We were not told until
inmates were not fed, windows almost two weeks ·later why we
were opened, water. was shut were le{t in .these cells, com
off, as was the heat ahd elec- pletely befuddled and in fear
tricity. The superintenaant an- for our lives.
Some of us were sentenced
nounced that officers would
be around to take everyone's to the special housing unit for
glass jars. Food stuffs in the jar long periods of time and some
had to be put into something residents with the same or
or forfeited . Some jars were similar charges of refusing to
stand fo( the count, creating a
·put in the galleries.
horn 2/2/60 until about disturbance,
attempted
3/2/80· residents - were taken assault, threats and inciting
from their cells and -locked in others to riot were sentenced
the special housing unit. Many to theirregular cells. We in the
were . physically and verbally special unit had not been told
<!Ssc;1ulted; their heads, backs·,1 why we could not also lock in
legs, noses and feet ·were in- our regular cell s. We were

denied rights and privile,ies
granted to those . placed in
their regular cells. We were ·
disallowed outside recreation, ·
us.e of all personal -property,
earphones, purchasing food
from the commisary, access to
law library clerks, grievance.
and liason representatives and
clergy from our religious
beliefs. We were locked in for
24 hours a day. There is an at
titude by the officials of total
lack of concern for us.
We challenge the· ad
ministration to make a full_
disclosure. We _request a Con
gressional hearing or in the
alternative, to meet before al)
impartial representative body .
We can prove that the ..ad
ministration has contrived to
violate the . public's constitu
tional right ·to know the truth.
We ask that all information
concerning this matter be ac
cessible to the public.
Lawrence Brown #78-D19,
Nathan Lewis #79-A1322, Pedro
Arroyo #73-A5650, Martin Nea
ly #78-A4010, Melvin · Perez
#78- 8934,
Jack
Sweet
#78-D1657 , Hector Corfu
#76-A 1993, Victor Santiago
#78 -( 498 , J.C. McC.rary
#7 4-A3931 . Frederick Curl
#77-C687, Ali Muhammad
#72-A1206

- tedtobias

On March ·27, second-year student Edward M. Sinker gave _a lecture on the Main Street campus.
Sinker, who was a staff consultant to the House Select Committee on Assasjnation, gave a lecture
entitled "The Assasination of a President: Who ReaUy Killed JFK." Ricky Samuel, Jr., a third-year

student who attended, said, "Sinker's lecture was informative and interesting. His delivery and
rapport with the audience was extraordinary. It's too bad this lecture was not held in the law
school."
·

BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowing how to write answers the way Bar Examiners
want to see them written can make the crucial difference.
I

Hundreds of students from New York law schools b,ave been convinced that what
they learned at THE KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS _was essential
to their success in the Bar Exam.
·

-

I

•

VISTA, Volunteers in Service to America

CALL JOE ADDIS COLLECT AT (716)
263-5,8 96, OR WRITE PEACE CORPS/
T

'

VISTA, 317 FEDERAL BUILDING,
~'. RQCHESTER, NY 14614 ; . ,

ATTEND THE FIRST CLINIC-ABSOLUTELY FREE-on June 14, 1980
Clinics will run .on six Saturdays, starting June 14, at SUNY/Buffalo. FEE: 89fi.
Second y_e ar students can attend our June 1980 and June 1981 series
upon the payment of 9nly one fee .
.......,
A TOTAL OF 16-DIFFERENT, VERY DIFFICULT ESSAYS WILL BE COVERED
.
IN EACH SERIES; ·
· Playback tape for the first clinic will be played on April 12, 19 and 26 for all in
terested students. Look for notice of time and room.
For further information, contact Buffalo agent at 888-4059 or KASS PROBLEM
ANiAI,YSI~ CLINICS, 27 William St., N.Y.C. (WHS-26~)
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few predictions for the possi and _if he keeps_up the pace, sad facts that must grieve Pro- · possibility.
and the pitching r.emai1'1s fessor Joyce to no eJld, The
Pittsburgb_,.:.:.._ though still
ble -1980 baseball season.
Will the te~ni) love .to hate, ;trong, it's hard not to see New Bosoxs appear to have Lynn strong, won't be able to repeat
the Yankees, come back ftom York at the top~of the division ancf Rice and little else, and their storybook· finish of last
·
will probably fail to fare as year. It's too much to _expect
~heir disasterous 1979 , cam- · come October.
Detroit can finish anywhere wel_l as they have in years past. • Willie Stargell to have anot~r.
· paign . to · win the American
i
In the American league stellar season, as well as their
league East again? Unfor between second and sixth this
tunately, the answer appears ye&.r, but I'm going to op- · West, look for California t~ pitching corps, suspect before,
to be yes. -0\_Vner:-George Stein _timistic and pick them for a repeat. The acquisition of Al the World -.Series, to win the'
brenner has ·once again reach :sufprise second place finish . · Cowens from the Royals, the games necessary , to take th_
e
ed into his seemingly bot The Tig~rs. have good young continued improvement of cat- division again. Ninety-eight
tomless pocket to ne~tly patch pitchers even without the Bird, cher Brian · Downing, and an wins won't.be enough this year.
·up what few holes the team and a solid infield ied by se- injury-free year for Rod Carew
The Philadelphia Phillies, even
·by-Joe Peper~ne .
cond baseman Lou .Whitaker. will more than make up for the without the rash of injur~es
had. ·
/ .
_ Two of the l"()Ost important Inexperience will be· Detroit's loss of Nolan Ryan .
that destroyed them last
Yes, Virginia, Marvin Miller acquisitions are Rupert Jones enemy. Manager Spar.key
Texas should t-a!ke second season, will find it hard to
is a genius. Miller, the attorney in centerfield and catcher Rick Anderson will' ' have his work · place, in no small part due to struggle to obtain the· division
for t~e baseball Players Cerone. Both acquisitions· will cut out
him to keep thi~gs the fact they have a new, crown they seemed destined
Association, has threatened to help the Yanks win many of in working-order; if he can, the presumably more rational -for just qne ye'ar ag9.
hit the team · (?wners right those one run games -they lost Tigers will be a team to watch. owner thari the colorful but inThe National league West
where and when it hurts.
last year during their swift fall
Baltimore, last year's sur- ept Brad Corbett. The_Rangers has enough quality pitchers tq
By .threatening a player's to fourth place.
. prise team, still has the strong have solid pitching and cat- stock •the whole majors. The
strike riot at the beginning of
Two possible. question ''pitching able to carry ·a team ching
and
no
major team with the hurlers who prfi>- .,
the season, with its traditional marks, however, for the by itself. They also still have · weaknesses . If the players are duce this season will: be the
low · attendance and cold Yankees are at the mound and Earl Weaver, perhaps the best allowed to play instead of hav- one which will win.the division.
weather, but on Memorial Day ilt shorts-top.' It is .doubtful Ron , m,mager in baseball. But the ing to participate in
soap
Houston appears to be the
weekend, traditionally a big Davis (14-2) and Tommy John Birds · have major weaknesses opera as they have in years best bet. Their staff will consjst
money-n:iaking time fdr the (21-9) can match their 1979 at shortstop and second base, past, this may be the year that _of Joe Niekro (21-11), J.R.
owners, .Mill'er · is _hoping the records, and Luis Tiant · (13-iS, making a repeat as. -Eastern Texas finally reaches for th_
e Richard (18-13) . and newly ac
owner's·fear of losing those big 3.90 ERA) may not last the year Division Champ.ions even too top.
·
quired Nolan Ryan (16-13), all
profits -~iil "motiv,ate" them to as a starter. As . good as muc'h for·_ one ·. of Weaver's
Kansas City appears to be threats to win 20 games. The
resolve the dispute thi! month. "Goose" . Golssa·ge is, the patented miracles.
going the Boston route, .falling Astro~ back them up •with a
He's probably right.
Yankees ·can't rely on him for
Though it seems · that from ·their . accusto_med place solid outfrelc;f (all starters bat
Working on the\ assumption every game, ·as much as they everyone deep down roots for as legitimate contdnders. Pit- ted .287 or better last year) and
the season will end sometime would like to.
basebiill's
perennial _ ching, or rather the lack of it, a .strong infield . If.the starters
in October· -and not sometime
At shortstop, the Yanks need bridesmaids - the Boston Red will be the m'ajor.culprit as the live .up to their reputations,
in May, I shall put my neck on much more than th~ meager 3,3 Soxs .:.. it appears as t~ough Royals fall to third .place.
HQUston may walk away with
the line (and my foot in my RB l's they received from · they will have about as much
In the National league East, the division.
.
mouth) ...pnd use my inborn Bucky Dent last year. Dent has chance to win the division as I I'm going) o go out on my bigCincinnati should finish semental perception to make a had a good spring in Florida, . h,ave of salvaging Tax II, ho.th gest limb and pick the Mon- cond , Replacing Joe Morgan
treal Expos to avenge last will be .a problem, but the rest
year's near ,niss and capture of the - (nfjeltt is .9utstaoding.
the division. The acquisition of
_Los Angeles; which finally
Ron .Leflore to an already ex- entered the .free agent market
plosive lirieup should provide to firm- up their pitching,
by Mike~Rose.n thal .
ed the .length .of their cut,s so are .. lacking the ..specialness the team wi.th'the runs it needs. ·should also· challenge. Their
.
't~ey wilJ , probably ret.eive thijt marked Heart's first rock If the starting pitchers have only, problem is age, •but if the
good seasons. the first snow veterans · play as they're
·
fl
·
.
,-. • . more. of . the_. r.adio exposur.e hits "Crazy On Yo1,1" and postpof!emeht in· the history of capable of, _it will •,Qe an in
B rte y_.. ..
Get Happy _ Elvis Costello · needed to make a group suc · "Magic Man." They are · all
the World Series is a' distinct teresting race.
arid-the Attractions
cessful. Not' really for anyone competent. However, they do
not possess that magic that
While it is appreciated that other than Rush fans, though.
separates them from the rest of
FIRST\
Costell has given us a collec- Ray, Goodman and Brown the product on the market. The
LAW SCHOOL SPRING RUN
tion of twenty new songs on Ray, Goodman and Brown
one ·album, and for $7.98 sugSide one of this album con ballads are almost completely
~:00 p.m.
April 11
gested .list price no less, ,it tains some of the best soulful lacking. The few that do ap
Start and Finish in front of O'Brian Ha·11
would have been......more ap- · ballad singing available in cur pear are the higl1Jights qf the
Distance - 2.3 mUes
preciated if he had par.ed d'own rent music. The three part ha~ album. Heart should realize
Runners and jogg·ers of all l_e vels of ability
the number,-of songs and more mony of this group, which used that with the exception of a
.are encouraged to enter.
fully developed the rest.
to be called the Mome,nts, is · few songs; •ballads are what
The- average length of these unmatched by any other group therdo best. They should not
be overlooked as they have
The averaiie' times of the firsrfive students to finish
songs is just slightly more than around today.
will be compared with the average time of the first
two minutes, barely long ' ·This shows now.here more been on this album . Save your
money on this album, unless
five faculty ·members to finish to determinEi who are
enough to get into the 'Song. than the acapella portions on
you are a died-in-the-wool
, th? better runners . .. so give it your best eftort!
This is especially hazardous in three of the sides four songs .
the case of Costello who has · Furthermore, the informality !-leart fan.
always layered his s~ngs,· used of the effect brought about by
Cinderella
obviously thought out lyrics having some t<\lking in the_
which were not easily discer- background during the
nable and were not printed, acapella parts adds a unique
Oh, Cinderella' Cinderella! Have we danced our last?
and has not been conventional and interesting effect to the

tor

a

Record Ritek -.

Briefly~ .f.~P-~.N~ Allium~ P.e1?~~~d:

Will it all be over when midnight come~ too fast?

in either his approach or the sound of the album. However,
product that he releases.
three songs in a row using the
A few of the sanss seem same technique makes the
especia!ly worthy of more at- style wear · a little thin. Had
tention than the listener can these songs been integrated
give in such · short period of with the purely medioc·re disco
, time. Most ·notably these in- songs on side ·two, the album
elude I "Opportuni~y." "King would be one of the better soul
Horse," and "Motel Matches." albums on the market. Never- .
After an , album as perfect as theless, it still makes for a nice
Armed -Force,, this is a very addition to the collection.
Fun And Games _ Chuck
sadly disappointing album .

Your entrance at the ballroom will never be forgot.
An<J where I first embraced you - Cupid marked the spot.
The room was filled with people, but none that we could see,
For nothing else mattered except fu r you and me.
I ki\sed your lips and time stood still - this \much I remember.
Your i,yarm embrace did chase away the cold winds of November.
And up above the a·ngels sang in throngs of merriment
To see their prince and princess bound in such str~ng sentiment.

a

Permanent Waves-;- Rush

.

. The ,success of this album is
~~•ticularly ' ~uzzling ~ecau?e
1_t 1s not anything very dif{erent
from .what Rush has . done
manyJimes in the past. They
have a unique so1:1nd_and do
what they do well, but'they are
·not a particularly interesting
group: Yet, they ha-ie-,horten-

Mangione
. 'T his is

the first · non
soundtrack stutlw album for
•Mangione ;ince Feel.s So Good.
The music here is pleasant but
offers nothing new. If yo~ liked
F~s So Good you'll like this
tQO.
'
_,1,

.

Bebe-J.e' Stranae - Heart
_ _The rockers on this album

i,

But suddenly ,t he clock struck twelve and you were out ' the door,
And a lowly frog did mark the spot :,yhere the prince had stood before.
(For a prince is but a toad 'until he finds that princess
Who 'll free him from his bondage- with her sweet caress.)
' Your prince in shining armor waits and prays for your return.
·
Your lips to quench the fire that in his heart does burn.
Will there be yet other ballrooms and further -sweet embraces?
Or must we watch the seasons pass from very separate places?
Oh. Cinderella! Cinderella! Did we dance our last?
·
Will we have a future rather than a past?

.

qua.s i N.
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Bashetball Rou~dup

LAuGH UNTIL YOU CRY!

The two stories below, dealing with the Fifth An;;ual Law School Invitational Basketball Tourna
ment, are alternative examples of news. reporting. One article was written by ii- participant in the
tourname,nt. The other article was written by a practitioner of "goMo" journalism. The stories offer
1_
different oersoectives of the same event. .

Last Minute T~am: Close, But No Cigar .
by Fran Turner

A group of
students

began

Buff~lo law
their spring

recess
i'n
Springfield,
Massac-husetts representing
the law school in the Fifth An
nual Western New England
·Law School Invitational
Basketoall Tournament. The
squad, hastily put together
through the efforts of Sherman
Kerner, received what was pro
bably the last "at .large" berth
in the tournament thanks to
some quick arrangements and
support by the SBA.
_ UB played Temple Universi
ty Law School Friday night
after travelling all day from
Buffalo. Mainly through the ·of
fensive efforts of A'rthur Gar
finkel and Winston Ellis the

by R.W. Peters

UB law school was able to
field a team and compete in
the Fifth A11nual Law School
Basketball Invitational Tolltna
ment. The event, held over spr
ing break at the well groomed
campus of Wes·tern New
England School of Law in Spr
ingfield, Massachusetts, drew
twenty-five teams from the
Mid-Atlantic and New England
regions. Participating, amongst
others, were Harvard, Pace, St.
Johns, Temple, Cornell, Pitt
sburgh, and NYU .
Representing UB at the com
petition were Rocky "The En
forcer," D' Aluisio, Jerry Citera,
_Arthur "Hollywood" Garfinkel ,
- · Sherman Kerner, Winston Ellis,
Stuart "Big Guy" Ball, Dave
"Stretch" Nelson, Ricky
Samuel, Fran Turner, and
Vince Phillips.
The Buffalo contingent did
not fare well on the court. Ex
hausted, ·both mentally and
physically, by the hazardous

11 hour drive to Springfield,
the val,iant ten found
themselves immediately
thrown up against a crack
Tempie squad, composed ex
clusively of "Big Irish Guys."
Coach Kerner opted to lose the
opener, so as to spare his boys
for the rigors of 'the following
day's consolation mat~h.
However, this strategy
backfired when the Buffalo
lads found themselves facing a
tough bunch of Pace boys,
allegedly composed mainly of
"Big Armenian Dudes." Having
lost "Big Mo" somewhere bet
ween the opener and the Seven
Gables Motel (where the team
was being lodged), the UB
squad dropped the second
game as well. The somewhat
distraught c"oach Kerner
resigned his position at that
point.
A banquet was held that
evening, but did not make
much of an impression on any
of the UB crew. Howeve'r, dur
ing opening ceremonies, Dave

vices for the Elderly Project
last summer.
Since last summer BPI LP has
incorporated and has elected a
new board of directors . Cur
rent board members Jane
Crosby, Bob Berger, Erik Lin
dauer, Howie Berger and Art
Hall are investigating public in
terest agencies that would like
to have student interns, this
summer. In addition, the board
is also planning to set up inter
views for UB students in
terested in public"interest posi
tions and is beginning a food
orive.

,:IOLLER SKATING PA-RTV!
FRIDAY, APRIL 11 7 - 11 p.m.
'
at
U.S.A. Roller Rink (United Skates of America)
1551 Niagara Fans Blv~.
$2.75 includes skates . .Bring your 1.0. card.
ALL LAW .STUDENTS INVITED! Bring a friend!
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Angry_Constituents:
NeW Political Force

-r-;,,

BPB,P Plans Activities
Last year several UB law
students formed the Buffalo
Public Interest Law Program
(BPI LP). The program supports
law students who want to do
public interest legal work . In
its initial year, the program
raised $3,000, which included
$1,500 from individual student
and faculty contributions and
a matching grant of $1,500
from the Student Bar Associa
tion . The $3,000 was used to
enable UB law students Jane
Crosby and Vivian Lazerson to
work for the Buffalo Legal Ser-

Lampoon Supplement to Opinion

Buffalo team kept it close until D'Alasio's - hustle, Sherman
midway through the second Kerner's scoring, Stuar.t Ball's
half. "femple's squad, compos shooting and Dave Nelson's
ed of some excellent shooters strong rebqunding, all of which
and good balance between . a kept Buffalo in the game Jill
strong inside game and a very the end.
competent running game, pro
The tournament, won by
ved to be too much for Buf NYU Law Schtffil, was well
falo. Final score: 89-74. Seniors organized (with a few wet" ex
Jerry Citere, Ricky Samuel and
· Fran Turner all played well for ceptions~ and the participants •
were a friendly crowd. W~stern
Buffalo.
The following day, after a New England proved to be
quick tour of the Basketball good hosts (beer blasts, ban
Hall Of Fame , in Springfield, quet, etc .) and ence· the Buf
Buffalo took on Pace Universi falo squad got the laws of the
ty Law School in the losers' state down (not an easy task!),
bracket. Aparently not picking it turned out to be· an en
up any useful tips from Dr. joyable weekend. We .all hopE
Naismith, Buffalo lost again . next year the students herE
Bright spots for Buffalo in the again will send a team to thi~
second game were Vince tournament, and perhaps even
Phillip's ball control, Rocky -bring back a trophy or two.

Buffalo Team Busy On And Off The Court
Nelson was suddenly gripped
with patriotic fervor, and
began bellowing out the · Na
tional Anthem. His stentorian
delivery drew attention to the
UB squad, and dark mutterihgs
were heard· from the direction
of the Harvard table. A brawl
ensued, with the only casuality
being "Hollywood" Garfinkel,
who still weakened by his 11
hour drive of the -day before,
suffered a massive brain
trauma when he was struck by
a hurled administsrative law
Nutshell. "Big Guy" Ball at
tended to Garfinkel's injuries
and under cover of darkness
the UB team withdrew to the
Seven Gables Motel:
Garfinkel is expected to
recover, and hopes to lead a
revamped Buffalo squad to
victory at next year's invita
tional. Those interested in try
ing out for the team are sug
gested to contact Garfinkel at
the Yogurt . Machine, Norton
Cafeteria .
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By Marc Ganz

Septemb~r 23, 1979
Anti-nuclear power and . waste
rally in New York City.
September 29, 1979
Anti-nuclear wastes rally at West
Valley, N.Y.
October 2, 1979 - One
hundred .people attend chemical
dum.ping .,,hearing in Nassau
County, N.Y.
October 5, 1979 > 
Anti-chemical dumping care-a-van
to Love Canal, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
November,
1979
Anti-nuclear waste and chemical
dumping caravan to Albany, N.Y.
for legislative session pressure.
These events culminate
organizing efforts which seek V,e
actualization of a new political
force : the waste lobby. These
people transcend the usual
anti-nuclear personnel or
smokey-the-~ear environmentalist.
These are residents who live ,in
areas directly affected by the
dangers of nuclear and chemical
wastes or other pollutants.
This is a different type of
lobby than has emerged in New
York State before. The usual
lobby group consists of one
Albany based lobbyist who
negotiates for legislation. .
This n~w force consists of
angry constituents who will vote
recalcitrant legislators out of
office.
As Hooker Chemical
Corporation's omissions continue
to emerge, in Erie and ·Niagar~.
count~, in Saratoga, o_n Long.
Island and in the Hudson Valley,
residents are starting to fight
back. They are fighting for

.

.

untroubled waters and a
carcinogen free environment. ,
Throughout the state,
legislators are noticing senior
citizens, college people and the
mainstream of New York State
voters taking on the·-toxic waste
problem. •
Legislators say this is the issue
9f •the
1980's . . Many
environmentalists have taken up
this n.!)w challenge. The_ Sierra
Club is one of the leaders of the
campaign against nuclear waste.
NYf>I RG is researching and
lobbying for clean drinking water
and many other groups are being
organized to lobby· for ··a safe
environment.
This is a tough struggle. On one
side you have the residents of that
given district inflicted with
chemical dumping. Yet who is
lobbying on the other side?
Hooker , or . some other chemical
company, that will inevitably
complain that the actions of"the
government are driving ~em out
of business. ·Many legislators listen
to the chemical · companies
because there is the possibility of
new jobs; Governor Carey has
consistently said New York needs
economic revitali'iation. Yet what
is the cost of th is industrial
expansion? Is it that residential
drin~ing water will be spoiled for
centuries? Will illegal chemical
dumps be set up in your
backyard?1 These questions are
presently on t_he back burners ,of
politicians' minds. But wait a .
year, or even less, until all of the
groups form a coalition.
This will be the issue of the
1980's. As more and more wastes
are uncovered, the residents of
that given ·area will rise to the
occasion and fight back. There are
:presently repo~t,s 0~ 260_~he_mical
wast!l dumps m En~ and Niagara

Honors
To· Be Awarded
.
-At Annual Mid-Winter Dinner
~oun~ies_ al-One. Long .!~lapd faces
·
, a drmkmg water cns1s. Cancer
The 18th Annual Mid-Winter
D_inner of the 'SUNYAB Law
School Alumni Associ'ation will
be held at 7:00 p.m. on Friday,
April 18 at the Marine Midland
Cent~r in Buffalo. The dioner
will be pre~_e ded_by a cocktail
hour~g!nning at 6:00 p,m.,
spon_so:,f by Marine Midland
Bank, N.A. The dinner will also
mark the occasion for the con
ferral pf the Alumni Associa
ti-on's annual awards · for

rates are skyrocketing in the
distinguished service in the Hudson Valley, and many
judiciary and in 'the areas of scie11tists say that a cause is
private practice and public ser- pollutants in .the water. People of
vice. Honored this year will be Saratoga and .Albany are
M. Delores Denman, Everett _ concerned about mirex and PCB's
M. Barlow and Louis J. Russo, in their environment. --Each of
Jr. Tickets .for the dinner are ihese districts have ,similar
S15.00 and can be obtained by problems and someone, is going to
contacting A_ndrew ' C. H ii ton, have Jo step in to solve the
Jr. (823-4285), William G. problem. Hooker doesn't- seem to .
Hamilton, Jr. (852-5670i or want to face the responsibility;
from any of the. AS'SociaJion's ~e government may have to tax
other .board m.embers . 1\11 are the chem1eal company and · clean
invited-. ·
up the mess'they left behind.
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